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- CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WAsHINGTON $5. D. C.

MEMORANDUM F(Rt The Director of Central Intelligence

- SUBJECT BTRA!iiGIC MISSILE BUIILETXN: "The Preparation
. for Combat Oerations of a Regiment Armed

rith R-1 2 M isenes "

? L i _.,

1. Enclosed is a verbatim translation of an article which
appeared in a Boviet Ministry of Defense publicatiAon called
Information Bulletin of the Missile Troo (Informatstoy
B. This publication is classi ed
TOP by Soviets and a first issued in 1961. It is
intended for geneigls and ofticere ofthe issile Troops.

. 2. In the interests of protecting our soirce, this material
should be hanled on a need-to-know basis within your office.
Requests for extra copiee of this report or for utilization of
any part of this document in any other form should be addressed
to the originating office.

Richard Helms
beputy Director (Plans)

Enclosure
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- rgiral. The Director of Centr1 at :

- " cc: Military.Representative o; i -

Special Assistant to i.h" Pre , r..
National Security Affa r -

The Director of intelligence and Re.earch

Department of State

The Director, Defense Inteuligered en -:.. -

" he Director for Intte,1ie6ce,
"The -oint Staff

The Assistant Chief of Staff f
Department of .the Army

The Director of Naval Intelligeric
Department of the Navy

he Assistant Chief of Btaf1 'Th teiligenc-

U. S. Air Force

- The Director, National Security Agendy

Director, Division of Intelligence
Atomic Energy Commission

National Indicat'ins Center-

Chairman, Guided Missiles and Astronautica.
Intelligence Committee

The Deputy Director of Central Intelligence

Deputy Director for Intelligence

Assistant Director for National Estimates

Assistant Director for Current Intelligence

Assistant Director for Research and Reports

Assistant Director for Scientific Intelligence

Director, National Photographic Interpretation Center
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COUNTRY : USSR

SUBJECT STRATEGIC MISSILE BULt.TIN: "The Preparat ic
for Combat Operations of a Regiment Armed
with R-12 Missiles"

DATE OF INFO: July 1961

APPRAISAL OF
CONTEN'T : Documentary

SOURCE : Reliable source (i) .

Following is a verbatim tr'ansletionof- an' article
titled "The Preparation for CombatOperations of a
Regiment with R-12 Missiles", which appeared in the
1961 First Issue of a TOP SECRET Soviet publication
titled Information Bulletin of the Missile Troops
(Informatsionyy Byulleten Raketeykh Voys.; Te1961
First Issue was sent to press on 16 July 1961.
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fre' Preparat-ion fo Cosbat Operatog

ofa

Regiment Armed., with R-12 4tisiles

(Based on experience ga-ined in~ exercises)

*According to the concept of the higaar command,a
egimcnt equippd.tto lagbgh -R-i.2 missiles is used mainly

-o ~the performanj~p ~- stteg-ic tasks . These tasks. are
~enifnr'mp throh~ gh pation oi.: thbe, regiment in
seiLe eirtC1sinas imd nuclea /missile/strikes),

carriled out at -$he st'rt/ d ior diuring a war. The basic
targets for destrrtction1 by thie regimnent may be:

-strategic -mssile lagneh' sites;

-.- sites for -the' production, assembly and storage of
-~ , - nuc'1ear weapons ~and'~of ueans for delivering them to

the target;

-large airfields, air force and naval bases;-

-centers of political administrat ion and of military
industry;

-large commnunications centers;

-lairge factories and. power centers;

-arsenals and depots with strategic stocks of
armaments, military eqaipment or strategic raw materials;

-strategic reserves and other targets of strategic
significance in the deep rear -of the enemy.

In individual cases the missile regiment may be used
to destroy the most important targets of operational
significance.

-2-
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The preparationl of a regimest for combat operations
embraces a vir iety 'of measures which ire carried odbyj
comma)3ders ,staffs and servides at all levels, 'audisjeo
by the subunits of the regiment. Basic among ths
measures are:

-the determinationi and allocation of combat tasks;

-t~he selection and preparat ion of siting apreas and
of the road network;

- the transport and stockpiling of mnissiles2 SIose
cones and missilq. fuel components; /

-the movement of~ subunits into the siting area
and their deployment in combat formaation;-

-the organization of communications and control;

-combat, geodetic, meteorological, engineer and
metdical support :p - .

-the organisation of coordination, with the technical
repair base (reasontno-tekhnicheskaya baza - BTB) support-
ing the combat operations of th'e regiment;

-the advance planning of nuclear/missile strikes
against enemy targets;

-the systematic carrying out of exercises with the
subunits, aimed at increasing the smoothz functioning,
clarity and speed of their operation in 'the fulfilment
of fire missions;

-organization of the carrying out of combat duty .
and advance preparation-of the procedure and sequence
for the receipt of signals (orders) on transition to
the appropriate stage of readiness or cGn the preparation
of missiles for launching, and also of the order for
reporting on the fulfilment of the signals and commands
to the commander of the large unit.

-3-



. 3 :.................-..................,................a............'......

The. sue. di accomplishm~ sr e
mentioned 4... epends 'oh the d 6 iaitiois of the

." milixtary arttd _.t-ica~l sittadonieg<,h d th establishmergt"
(ukomplektV rt:ye) and level -of t Pd og it the ipbutiits,,
and also or/ x. s ignifiance of the Combat tasks entruht-
ed to the 3'gifmnt. k;

The prepaation of. the regliedt lr the psifo'rsahbe .
of tasks in an. peration during thrinit-ial perio4 of ' a

- war miut. be cat'ked o31% .in- adv 6rd, ej wi.d
:the plat(. 9f thy sxh r c~t d? ' 4 F Igr ,eri in
the f iret inuc sie s. i
immediateff . f; redu4ing
necessary to depoyo thte, regi ceat- ii c r:for31a&Q thq
primar'y siting.'area is equipped 'in advance witb -aiirighing
mounts, with' storage facilities torvissilesa nos' cones
and missile tu3l, with shelters Qw1-er$onigel, for camwand

- posts and combat equipment, and, t 'atona
structures :aid hard surface r'oadn' he ' n f
a regiment :ipkepprxdc in the e4oQRU1U* 4f d pote
battalions..............,

Besides the primary siting area ope .r two alternate
areas are prepared for the regiment, equipped with 'ield-
type engineer structures .

The high combat reaciness of a missile regiment, and
the availabiity of prepared siting areas, is best ensured -
by allocating combat tasks to it in advance and by precise
performance of .combat duty .

Subunits with a high level of special tactical train-
ing, with combat equipment in excellent condition., with
appropriate materiel and technical support and with a
prepared siting area will be allowed to go on combat duty.
To perform combat duty is to carry out a combat task.
Permission for subunits to go on combat duty is granted
by a commission of the Commander-in-Chief of Missile
Troops.

-4-
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control of the rousing (podIem) and assembly.f subunits
dur ing a combat alert , round-the-c lock duty is .organtized-
for specially detailed combat crews at te codmad:Dost
of the regiment and of battalions. The duty shift of a
combat crew at a regiaent command post usually includes a
regimental duty off icer (otvetstvennyy dezhurnyy), an
RTB duty officer, a communications duty officer, radio-

- telegraph operators, telegraph operators, comaunicatios
center telephone operators.and radiorelay technioatis.
A complete combat crew is assigned to ithe command post
each day, when .the regiment is" arnounced as being at
readinessNos. , 2, or 1, or at the order of-the higher
command. The number of officers, -CO's a olnda
allotted to the combat crew of a command post is determined
by an order to the regiment or by the Regulation on
Combat Duty.

A regiment is put on combat duty on the basis of s
combat order from the Main Staff of the Missile Troops

. :(Glavnyy shtab raketnykh voysk) . In allocating tasks
. or combat duty the following are indicated to the
regiment-

-the purpose of the duty and the degree of combat
readiness;

-the number and composition of the subunits put
on combat duty ;

-the fire missions, the number and degree of readiness
of missiles and nose cones intended for the first and
for subsequent launchings (at readiness ..os. 2 or 1);

-the sequence of organization and the operation of
communications with the Main Staff of the issile Troops,
with the staff of the large unit (formation), with the
district headquarters and with subordinate subunits;

-the regimental stocks of missiles, nose cones,
missile fuel, and other materiel supplies and the
periods for their stockpiling;

-5-
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-signals an4 the procedure for reporting the carry-
ing out of signal: (commands, orders) ;

-readiness periods.

Fire nissions for the destruction of objectives (targets),
the coordinates of aiming points, the expenditure of .missiles
For each objective, the order or the sequence of the
destruction of targets are determined by the Main Staff of
the Missile Troops.

Depending on the situation, and on the nature and
importance of the taiiks being performed, the personne and
combat equipment of a regiment and of an R'T1 ma be found
in various degrees of combat readiness (Nos . 1, ,.2, , 3 or 4) .
The following are related to the various degrees of combat

-. readiness:

-the specific technical condition of missiles' and nose
cones, and of ground and fueling equipment; the areas
appointed lor thei disposition apd_ storage.

-the specific disposition of the personnel carrying
out combat. duty;

-a specific syswim of communications and of the control
of. regiments and RTB;

-the accumulated stocks of missiles, nose cones, missile
fuel and of other supplies of materiel.

On the basis of the particular situation and of the.
decision of the higher command, the preparation of a
regiment for launching missiles may be carried out by
means of a successive transition from one degree of combat
readiness to another or all at once, regardless of the
degree of readiness of the regiment subunits at the time
the alert was announced.

Readiness Nos. 1, 2 and 3, as they have been established
for the regiment, ensure the launching of the first missiles
in to 2} hours, and in 6 to 20 hours from readiness No. 4.

-6-
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- Preparation and execution of othe~ -1irs~ s3 ~~ aunc1hirigs
in j to 2f hours are ensured by the tigiel peg e noe of

* a number of measures in .technical preparftioi~ r-jhe
lautichinge'.and .also by hav.ing -prsoneloo cdit combat
dut~y at t,te'launchi and technicalsitest, 34 dbtof'...
persounel assigne'd to combat duty' is det ~.\ned-V the -
total volume of high priority tasks -invoyeipreparinig
the missiles, for launching, in organizig.ii 'immnediate
astorage and 4i the carry ing-out of .oth'er ieastiies .to
ensuire attainment of the combat readings~ apedf.ied for

,th .reg.
'" ' - ' - .

~ exampei, to ensure, cmbet rq' n arjo. ..4,

.. .,

pr imry .set gn d area (comp oftely -de part o in their
permanent location. All rog.tmenta-l perban*eJ..ar& fccupied
in conformty with the plan for combat, and political training.

.Subuit remaining, at the diaposit ion site are at cons tant
readiness to move to the prima y siting areas When
. .eadines- No.l 3, 2 or 1 is announced -the missile regiment
a.d RTB t aged to. the siting' .aa at uid' s etrngth. -

In the re'giment's primary siting re the'requisite
stocks of mis'iles, comp~onent parts', nose cones, ground
equipment, missile fuel and of the other materiel 'supplies
.eeded to ensure the specified degree of readines and
the successful conduct of combat operations are set up in
good time. The size of the stocks, established in the
regiment is determined by a decision, of the Commander-in-
Chief of Missile Troops.

'* In the primary siting area the necessary astronomical
and geodetic work and calculations are carried out in
good time, a system of communications and control is .
organized, the comabat training of 'personnel is carried

-out, and special tactical exercises for the subunits and
the training of the regiment apd RTB are carried out.

The operations of the regimental subunits on combat
duty Iust be determined by instructions worked out for
each subunit taking into consideration the specific
conditions of their disposition.

- _ET_____te _one_
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The occupation by the regiment and RTB of the primary
siting area, the "transition from one degree Hof iombat

-.......readiness to another, and combat operations, will start, -
as a rue, when a combat alert signal, prearranged by
the Main Staff of . the Missile Troops, is received from
the central command post of the Commander-in-Chiet of the
issile Troops.

- For this purpose direct communications are organized
between the Commander-in-Chief and each missile regiment.
The existence of such communications should ensure the
minimum expenditure of time in- assigning, combat missions
and in calling for the first nuclear/missile strikes,
because it - is the regiment itslf iic is able to ,
ensure the constant combat readiness of' those who wu1'll
directly carry out the lire missions - the launching
subunits. - and to accomplish independently the fire
missions assigned to it The allocation of tasks to the
regiment's subunits must be carried out by short signals
and by commands sent from the command post. ~

The actions of regiment and R'B subunits in an alert
must therefor be planned carefully and in 0goo.0 time.
The plan of action fs a regimental subunit in an alert,
with its deployment into combat- formation, is evolved
with this goal; in the plan are given the target, the
combat alert signals, the order for the reception' of
signals and for their transmission to the subunits, the
order for assembling and moving the subunits to the siting
area, the movement routes, t~e attack positions, the
control posts, the sequence for deploying the regiment
in combat formation -and for bringing it .to the degree of
combat readiness which has been determined, the order
for the move of the RTB to the technical position, the
questions of control and communications, the transport
schedule for missiles and fuel components from the supply
station, the schedule for issuing and receiving missiles,
nose cones, missile fuel and other materiel and technical
supplies, and also measures for support in combat. In work-
ing out the plan it is necessary to consider conditions for
the disposition and security of the regiment, the probable
nature of enemy actions, the time of year, the time of day
and other conditions.

-8-
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t u a a

- -dailytakin int cndeainftigedtlsan

adynsteative taniohe mork. he odctedn wofl personnel,
wroh the anofcaefulwokot the dutaniete sebl and
ther seornc poitionsi ans lerked n tocthenttagetae
voichytheyn in atoatnicratind tiexedtails oftdm

in moving to and assuming work positions, in deploying
ground equipment and in preparing it for operation, and
in preparing and launching missiles, must be reduced to a

.i im m -:-

The Deployment of Regimental Subunitis and of the
Technical Repair Base in an Alert. at Readiness N:. 3

s has already ieen indicated, given the availabilities
of siting areas prepared in good time, and the stockpiling
in them of ,issile weapons, of nose cones and of means for
ensuring their use, the iobat actions of missile units
("ub1ui~ts) will begin with immediate deployent in combat
formaion at the ~alekt, with transition to a greater degree

S of readinese or with the preparation of missiles for
launching from any degree of readiness. Everything will
depend on the paiticulas r situation, on the support, pre-
paredness and degree of the regiment's -combat readiness
and on the decision of the higher: command.

if the regiment's subunits are located in the primary
siting area while at -readiness No. 4 it is then necessary
to do the following for transition to readiness No. 3:

-to transmit the alert signal to all personnel of
the regiment and to assemble them t their work positions
(notifying and assembling personnel in an alert should
be done in 5 to 10 minutes) ;.

-to deploy the ground equipment, in 1 to 1a hours;

-9-
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T -to carry out the transition of the missiles from
readiness No. 4 to readiness No.3, the nose cones from
SG-4 (condition of readiness - sostoyaniye gotovnosti)
to SG-5 to transport the nose cones to the launching
areas and to mate them with the missiles (not more than
9-10 hours should be used to fulfil tiese operations);

-to fill the fueling trucks and tnk trucks with
missile fuel components simultaneously with the preparation

-. of the missiles and nose cones.

Thus, if the regimental subunite are located n the
primary siting area, the .regiment's transition 2 om .
readiness No. 4 to readiness No. 3.can be carried out
in 10 to 11 hours.

However, various initial conditions may conform with
combat readiness No.. 4, causing a different sequence and
duration: for the fulfilment by the regiment of the basic
measures for transition to readiness No. 3.

The combat situation may make it necessary to bring the
missile regiment to readiness No. 3, when the construction of
storage facilities and structures -ia the primary siting.
area is not yet conipleted. In this case, the regimental
subunits will, as a rule, be located in the permanent.
disposition area, and the regimental stocks of missiles,
nose cones and missile fuel may be stored .at the closest
depots.

In order to bring the regiment to readiness No. in
these conditions it is necessary:

- -to notify the personnel of the alert;

-to move the missile battalions, the servicing and
supporting subunits of the regiment and the RTB into the
assembly areas and to organize and carry out the march
of these subunits to the primary siting area;

-toydeploy the regiment and RTB subunits in combat
formation and to prepare them for the receipt and checking
of missiles and nose cones, and also for the receipt of
missile fuel;

en s li-ET
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t t mss Y- Oadin

-M *l *1 * "'W. .p' 4  *i-" - , " KCl. th, m ,/ 1 sy t,+ Y '

9 -of Defiit (U .*ei a. bzhsya
sters ttax phorody (SG~ ~

A 4 d aI' the Miss14s ebase d misil
. F' epots and to ¢ e t o itin

aaio o dae;i7yr, the alrti

n me ng atr ao, r

t th~ fir rdy (pa 1ti of miscosilst on
o of coe a'-omisv ile thel a utb

caried siultneosl wit th ta spr ok'isy ie;

, q"i;imutato4i ,t th, , gt; .,e t soartl ofmssls

-ior the technical preparationi of dt i missiles an1s.
nose et :s af ter transport (up to G hours).,-

Simn .ltaneously, the missile battalions march for
20-50 km ted the siting area and deploy the ground equip-
ment in-h siting area (up to 5 hiours) .

Up to 17 hours is required to bring .a regiment to
readiness lo. 3.under these circumstances; missile
battalions/1wi11 be ready to receive missiles 6 hours
after an alert is announced.

In order to ensure readiness No.. 4, the subunits of
a regiment may also be located in the primary siting area
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The deployment ofgoun4 equipment ~telaunching
batterie was not darrwied outpinwiniforp ids of time.
(fr om 1:hour 33 minutespto 2 hour wand, ltu tes); thi*
is explained by the differentu levels of jparedness, of. othe
subunit personnel- and mainly by the di u~e~t conditions ~
for the, deployment of the 'lanch batte ids.

One of the reasons foarth ditfepdy a prepregnessa.
between the subunits waut ~the evaletl on of their work

* - is made no~t for each opertfo one the nological schedule,
buti as a whole, psang~.1 *io ed~ to bring a
: ter ato &a niau doi u tcrirse, . 4

essential' .5 eva e Eede .

also thata taken to~ each r~in ~ ~ation.

{Thewhole of the ;w tor kuork completed by
the launch batteries° was ;t rboura oandt the calculations
forh ~independnti. aLh~e batterye e

~cemplete 4.4.
_ missile regby nte 7 o to ;ohed

(15 ou'rs)o, because bet wacds rk'
blwits potentia$lv~~ o~n
4 oecones (instea4 r9?ttif .u

to and assembly of the lac bits 6t* iiei a
fQr the alert was intolerly slow dl 4Seganization iof:
the asembly of perasonabh in, aile t .be- thoroughly
perfected, using not. morl than 30 sedonde for the notifica-
tion of the suabunits oftb regiment. lopated in the primary
siting area and5.to ' it tes for this, assembly. The
notification shoulbe artied -out by technical means,

-using selective loudspeaker communications, sound and light
signal: devices (eectdcbells, saignal lights, etc.), the
installation of which mst be carried: out in all places
where the personnel ate disposed. The technical means
of notification, should b aetivated instantly by the pushing
of a button. basimiilar ystem-' of signals must be set up
by the forces and means of units and subunits.

-13-
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Eerci5s havs shown t atRete3eiOl on td

* 12 to 13 ou s f o r ns r o

previousiY. wentioned .nta egnn d 'read ness

necessary to cnver the te r vtyod

RIS assembly brigatdes bringingne atons tof the r E OO

to the productivity of the .ississilats forSo tanhen

-' i~n the techical prepaati.flo jslsfriu i

~~Preparatiolo aafr4z~ig

t a g g x

the documentS requiredb the auorhin data iors *'

formulated, The preparatif eorhn 49aattlaf~i~
c includes

o__ fthe .phericalamimuth d h.

of ' '.~*

.. f i E .. _ _
"' .: L. ..

-l . ut .

-- the -compilationOdetic ard'~
cards and of the initial geodei-dt

TheprearaA~nof nitial data for the launhing O

Thsi es pre taration o f om bat operati o o nsO isi t s
mirrile ot aecutartiof cfor the second 'phase, which

arrfigout calcultimbefore the fueling of the missile.

In this process 3 thefolifSaedtrlle

-t.e feasibilty of firing on

given the specific gravities oxe d

-the time setting for the ac elerometerh v m

zaryadki integrator) in acco rance sht tew mann and

preliminary commands for engin shuton;

. -nec y oangst othe missiles by weight and volume.
- loadinin n-g4-

BT8s..asemby. ' i os; a~-14-$
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In the exreinse~fe p'pa ion of dtf
* . - second phase was; parried4 e data-pifegat'

bat~afin, augmented4b .el.(y t
a battalion which . pt in e te-
It ,isK.nedessary .toistrog ti 9Opot at
reserive'data-person-nel from i~ong the st:4 6
the'geddetic suppor t gla tog aig' t bd
organized, and carrie~d 'i~ uzid0.F;:a dIireb(1j6n of
the chief of' the Olof. i . 's in 6lir A94t4e90
traipnn the sento' ^g de po naetysc4oesay t~

th -erone d ?raip -set

no4%e the geatg f -f it~ ar o
a regiment is careus f a~e, . ad s inos the senior
geodesists of theg ao4 u2 p 1iftoon 'arereofQ'r
in 'their s hij opeMions n, it-
spossible to us'a in

it ( gbl .. r kg - _o ? ts

'PD n thei oattalionc

-makin istfihc eaai o f2tkdata 'fo lauchinigs df$strg in tp eenot- the
plan-; in cases nohn the battod~s ire busy' with the
prepa.ation of second -piae ia for >Rfne ings against
plantied targets; .O'

-reinforcing the battaion OPD (when.necessary).

Exercises have shown that lin preparing subunits for
the. launching of missiles diretly from readiness No. 2,
the battalion OPD crrrying outithegomputaron' of second
phase data. in accordance with the 'instructions of the Temporary
Firing Tables (Vremennaya Tablitsa Strelby ), delays the
launching of the missiles for 12. to 17 minutes, because the
loading with fuel components begia seven to nine minutes
after the signal to launch the missile is given, and
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'acuiain o t e o 6 therfuel components takes 20
to;25 .iinn.tas hi .,asun6 ' beeliminated by advance

.copt~r'of Fdft 3 S ifoeseries of possible
tepeger sds (maxc~iye2 t emperatur) of the fuel
and, th oxiizeir...9'e ydailt a the battalion of
~a tabk calculated in adhuce,' showing the possible
~tempera-ture.'values oi the-sissile fuel components has beenl
show .I; t-the.. expeience 'of: exercises to, permit a 'reduction . . .

Sind time, needed. to calcblate their vol.ume byr 12- to 17
minutes, 'addf .t allow the advance issue of data for the

loa es wthfu an xdzr

a lyb te a

prepaati sectionis o t batts~lions of the angle for
the 'prelrd1hary~ aiminge af'ith'e missile (the angle between
the ba~sicadit'ection' andi the . line connecting' the center
of theditdo-th lanieng~sount with the point where the

;guidtanc ' o6Xte j( ed6t-navodki) is standing, which
ensties ptthe first phase of the

4 tiemp hblity, in prfnciple, of . increasing the lanch
sec61 r' fot -aiaunh siteCby~ 49 (190 to the left 'of the basic

*,dirdton d'300 to the ,ight) without relocating the gro:nd
equipment- assemblies , but. chariging the point where the.
guidance th'eodolite stands, However, the launch sector for
each -launch site depends- on the particular features of 'its
equipment. and may have widely differing dimensions. Th
possibility of increasing these dimensions must therefore -
be determined for each launch- site individually

-the need to strengthen the data-preparation section o
the regiment with non-organic, reserve datapersonnel ,
because its .organic composition does not permit the
organization 'of control over the work of the OPD of the
battalions;

-the need to supply each member of the working data-
personnel with a separate copy of the launching tables;

~-16-
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h= t aiss ion
-the need to establish time norms l ' ;from

of initial data for launchig t a elaunc

the battalion data-prepara
batteries,. . i.

.. 'w , i i ' ° bttalion
-the pos.bility that calculato ali

data-preparation sqction of thedul

l u h g 1ill take t e 3 e i'cal

prepari £ i fQB t ta"uac OB

and ~1 Tl te thsiu9ial d :

accelerated uethods for the calc udb the 110tia1dt,

for. ezaiaple' tI; .i Rthod "deveioPod y, _~ thsiilr
cadm it Dzezhinskiy .

" xary to dve1
or units , . s n t ons ,

.ii ilitdY .g ifors

the ,ciculft in b 'nial1 data 4,3 Te PB = >O

.all :opportun4aiea 5 for":a more .ra'tiohi q ZI L.io theal t .aalbecl

functionat dutieB in the r for O ' 'method

culatiig equipment, for the mprove o e oni'ti esand

of computing data and for the devlop efl r$ ne ouers a.d

also for the wider introduction of eled'troaic 0 com ?S

Th Tns ition of a e ient to Readinaess No : 2'

e 
tparh on . oi 

l r gse or

After transition to readiness No. , the iile regupon

may remain at this state of readiness oit may pis to a

higher free of readiness, ormay prepare missiles directly

f or launching.

On reception of the signal to ass from readiness No. 3

to readiness No. 2, the missilesatorms rom Prelaunch storage

transported to the launching Plafrms frnton helaunch SoS

(prodstartvoye khranilishche), are mounted on the launch
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pads, and are brought to rai1B he. teMicale poin

nose cone*s, which were ar9~4 tt e ate d -l(posityovyat
are handed over to prelai n1storageTh arecmaessaroykueling
and are brought to readine Q o. 3w.thh micssile fueln

capaciti daprvchnay 4sos launchinlg Platforms and
oioets for dtelivuere~ hd missiles. Missiles, are aimed
readed or he felig t ac eei~meii'sare set for

at first 011 ly targetB1 t acCrewsmse, located at

be~'~i e out n an e
commkadier' receives .the nQ*d to launc .

ry readiness No. 2the subunits of the regimentt m
directly} for launching

.. .9 :~~$-,. ~ ,rigte
.,1

~ ceipt the si l tran1sitioflfom. readiness

No. 2A radiness. No. Ube following steps are carrid

out.

-the fueling of missiles with fuel and oxidizer;

-a check of the aiming of the first volley at the

target;-

-the transport of miasile fuel componen hby the

regiment's surface transport resources,
fueling the missiles .

Duty combat crews musat be perminently located at their

places of work .

The launching of missiles from readinesste No.1met en

accomplished not more than 30 minutes aftenar the munt he

the regimental commander receives the al t

T) ie actions of regimental 
subunits in the exercise, 

after

deploying at readiness No. 3, consisted 
of subsequen

-18-
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3, 7 1 bAf " .2 an 1, an also of th prp rto of hms . L / '
thn~~~ Ttciia posid(n......-.

._~ .. i

stgso ssiO5 n o hi prepartiiation Zuhil
acerae~ toeadinestss~ t ~ok ofdh, four 4.a., .. ing

T A

in, ...

3orluphig an ot te ,. ,. : . 2

from .the'primary.latiachio posit~ios..,a 
edies 1 .
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z ~ ~ ~ ~ oh cal ? ,ut ? Oprtions~ eri , ~ ,aa of Opr d o a.

r > L min u t a

tf .'2 _____ 
"_._

Conver. 2 hours 50 minutes

readin ' dtnts.o. 2
- ,a 4~

Converg 8 minutes.. dines No. 1.

Cb9 6&5No ~30 minutes

. : , la N o .aeag .e a.

~ConersiiOin es Or -2hur 0iue

readiness.NO 4 to readiness No. 3. .2hus0mite

Peparation of missiles for 3 hca_3)ou 1 minutes

a-unching from readiness No. 3.

ConverSI.W of missiles from 3hus1 iue
rediness No. to readiness No. 2. or 1 mi9 !e

Preparation of nissiles for .'5mnue
3lching from readinebss No. 2.

CoVersion f missiles from 3 hours 40 miute -

readiness No. i to readiness No. 1.

Prepration of misies38 minutes

technical position.

}
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The operations of subunip siat a giveri ag*~~4
exercise, in fuliling t e a l Rilocated'

* S~taff of the 3Msslie Troopsr showed :that -the ti. n
-for checking at the technic 2pition :- tro aitio

of missiles for launchingg op. "nif
stage of readiness to anot'e were 'aicall hineC
the times established as (nt~l the transitionfo
readiness No.* 3 to readins'' o. 2 'bl1 ~4i tes,
the transition from redieus N 'a to~ rad in.
by 22t, etc .)' TbC1 ae l Wen, to pe.te e n '

o technological otrtio leuao~nd Ltpe

combinatioi of se4P~

The experience ofze e bhas s.hown t ng
time norms for the- casryingout of a series of tech gical
operations are in needyist'evew It is advisable, for
example, to carry out the eel -contained (avtooianyy) tests
of the system for regugat1b: p pato speed, (kiibushchayasya
skorost) in .cnj.u Te 1iecking of tmh e -
for, normaladolteraai :'ngh e tA1 l< e
length of,' time'tak e : sila o "by
10 to 15u-inuteis; to ,ai i5~ tes inst~ad 65frthe
uncovering of the'miss , js instead of 20 for
testing insulation rel ~ itel inegr'tity sof the'
circuits, 20 minutes , ~ it 7 o ' for ~the assombly of the
independent testing cii ed iientes instead of 25 for
f inal operations on the sis embily .

In rddition, it is advisable to include in the
technical schedule' as a separate, independent operation the
adjustment of the gyroscopestabilized platform (giroplata),
allotting 5 minutes for its afulf ilment . The adjustment of
thke gyroscope-stabilized pcatform must be carried out after
the instruments have been installed on board the missile.
It is also advisable to install storm lashing (shtortovoye
krepleniye) on the missile before .its erection. -

The Movement of a Regiment to an Alternate Siting Area

The advance preparation of the primary siting area of
a regiment ireates favorable conditions for the complete
engineer preparation of elements of the combat formation,

~S RET



which; ,s ignificnti lraises their viability n -add.t ion,
the-polniepresedee'of a regiment, ,inlont sidingiaea

- greatly; ncreaest@ probability of dieoveqry of its
elemnents. of, combt'o$naation by reconnafssance, which makes
it possilqe for the enemy to deliver nuclear/missile''strikes
at the beginning of cd bat operations.

The problem of 'iad eas ing the viabi lity.of the combat
formations' of misilemtroops must .therefore .be. resolved
by skilfully combinitag the concealment 'f preparations

* . for comnbat operations with the engineer preparation.and
the .,corice'elment ~c~t formations wthgbroa4l maneuvers,

- it e , bj~o enemy reat~c~ioni of i simulated

transfers , 4 et , actual , i~ .oft an, "enemy' zuclear
attack arises it i, essential to takemeasures to mo've'the
regimzent, from the praysiting area and to relocate it in
an alternate siting" ea or in another area which provides
an opportunity for the further performance of combat tasks .

~Thae need to h the priary,sit e~raand to
relddagte the egintin. an altern ebitlin. area nay also
arise.2

K., --

-in' the event that it is impossible ~to fulfil combat
tasks, for example, because of enemy fire;

:.'4":"

-on the reception of new and unscheduled fire missions,
-wtjch cannot be fulfiled from a particular siting area;

- -when it is impossible for personnel to remain in a
particular area for a. prolonged period because of high
radioactive contamination;

-in the event that several l'aunchings have been carried
out from the primary launch sites, which increases the
likelihood of their being located by intersection by the
enemy, and in other cases.

Thus, the need to transfer the regiment during combat
" operations, from the primary sitingi area to an alternate

area (or to another) may arise quite often. This task

-22-
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can be performed successfully only with t high degree of
narch training, and also when there is a high factor of
technical preparedness in the motor poog the subunits,
of the regiment and of the RTB. Thereor ach training

. !must be kept in the center of attention vy rcolimanders and
staffs and must occupy one of the 'impoir tiaces in the
system of unit and subunit combat training:

During the exercises a situation was created in
_ which the regimental commander decidedto ciange the siting

area and to move, the regiment to an alte ate siting area.

The launch batteries took 2 ap re h s s Sinutes to
,ack up their equipment nd toprepar9' themarch, the

4rtechnical battery 35 minatesand lybrigade of'
the.RTB ,1hour and:16 minutes=. ^ *

A march of about 15 km was carried ut, by the subunits
of the regiment and the RTB along one route; taking an hour

.and 20 minutes. Simultaneouslythe battery fueling, ,trans-
porting and fueling sections -were :dreted to the field dump
of the USG MO to collect missile _:fueNaThesections took
10hours to collect the .missile fuet d rry
out a march totaling 99 km. a 'cr

- of Upon arrival at .the alternate sitkiijarea the dubunits
the regiment and R19B began to, st Athis equipment. The

launch batteries took 3 hours for tiq the technical
battery 1 hour and 32 'minutes, and the' D 2 hours and
20 minutes. For the march and for settingup in the
alternate siting area a' total of 5 hors and 23 minutes

. was used. The advance movement of some of the vehicles
and personnel of the technical ba ttery and of the RTB
facilitated quick deployment by ensuring the erection of
tents and the carrying out of some preparatory measures
before 'the arrival of the subunits.

The launching of missiles directly from readiness No. 3
was carried out in 2 hours and 6 minutes and in 2 hours and
12 minutes .
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The experience of exercises has shown that the
organization and. carrying out:. of. a march by a regiment
equipped with medium range issiles involves considerable
difficulties. The great weight of the convoys (poyezd).
which runs into tens of tons, .tbe large dimensions .f the

missiles, of the means for their transport and of the
means for transporting fuel make exceptionally great demands
on the roads. The success of .a march will depend to a
considerable degree on the availability of wide hard-surface
roads, of bridges with high load-bearing capacity, on
the configuration of the terrain, and on the training of
personnel and other conditions.

y .The maneuverability ofissile units may be increased
rby educing the weight and dimensions of the missiles and.

of the means for their transport.

One possible way to resolve this problem would be to
build solid fuel missiles., The solid fuel strategic
missiles which are already in existence (uzhe

- sushchestvuyushchaya) have considerably lower launching.
weight and dimensions in comparison with missiles of the
same class which have liquid rocket engines. However, on.

'; the march, solid fuel missiles are considerably heavier than
liquid missiles which have not beep fueled, and thus they
have no perceptible advantages in maneuverability.

It is also possible to follow the path of setting up
mobile launching platforms (start) on railroad cars or
on the mobile means of the maritime (river) fleet. The

. advance preparation of several siting areas (areas for
\ parking (mesto stoyanki) 'or deployment in combat formation)

for such subunits, the systematic changing within short
periods of siting areas separated by considerable distances,
would ensure the concealment of their deployment and of their
preparation for combat operations, and would create conditions
increasing their viability.

However, mobile launching platforms also have a series
of serious faults, basic among which are:
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--their confinement to railroads and waterways, which
simpli.fies their detection by enemy intelligence;

-their location away from cov which increases
their vulnerability;

-a.he sharp diminution of the possbilities of
maneuver during combat operations the railroads and
waterways should be destroyed to a considerable degree;

-the insufficient accuracy of launchings from mobile
river (maritime) launching platforms.

Te Cntrol of Regimental 'Sb dt uring a'n Exercise

,~~~~ ~ ~ ~ - .hirvlerblty

The control of the subunit of a regiment includes
- all the activity of commanders and staffs in the direction

of the training, organization' and conduct of the combat
operations of the subunits, 'and envisages:

-the maintenance of a high level of political morale
among' personnel and of the c6stafn combat readiness of
the- subunits;

-the timely allocation of combat tasks;

-the firm and unbroken d on of the combat
activities of the subunits;

-the organization of unbroken coordination;

"comprehensive support for the combat operations of the
subunits;

-constant control oven' the execution of combat orders,
instructions and commands and over the technical condition
of armament and combat equipment.
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The control must ensure the concealment of preparation
for .combat operations, the surpr ise and the high effective-
ness of nuclear/missile strikes, the possibility of trans-
ferring nuclear/missile strikes from certain areas to others,
and the simultaaeoue and high-grade performance of measures
for the protection of subunits from enemy means of mass
destruction.

The control mu#t be unbroken, firm and flexible.

The control of regimental subunits is organized in
- advance with the aim of ensuring constant combat readiness

and the speedy delivery of nuclear/missile strikes against
the enemy . It consists oft: the- formulation of basic combat
documents, the al-location 'oft specific tasks to-subunits,
the organization and preparation of command posts, of working
areas for battery commanders and of communications centers
and nets, the organization of radio nets and of directional
radio nets (radionapravleniye), the comprehensive support
of subunits and their maintenance at the appropriate readiness
for combat operations, and the unbroken direction of their
combat operations. ',

Having received the combat order to move the
regiment's subunits to the siting area and for the organiza-
tion of -combat duty,; :the regmental commander explains the
task and makes a decision vh{-ii shows:

-combat duty tasks and the degree of combat readiness;

-the number and composition of the subunits put on
combat duty;

-the distribution of launch and technical sites, the
procedure and time for their, occupation;

-the arrangement and time for the reception of missiles,
stores for building up to prescribed strength (komplektuyush-
cheye imushchestvo), missile fuel components and other
materiel supplies;

-the arrangement for the receipt of data for the aiming
of the missiles and for the preparation of the missile
guidance system;
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-the arrangement for the organization of coordination
between the launching subunits and the ETB assembly
brigades;

*. -the supply station (unloading points), the location
of the USG MO depot, the routes and the procedure for
the transport of materiel means to the siting areas;

-the location of the regimental command post and the
arrangement for the organization of communications;

-the signals and the arra gement for reporting the
carrying out of. signals (commands);

- -the readiness periods.

In addition, in his decision, t he regimental commander
provides measures for combat, geodetic, meteorological,
engineer and materiel and technical support.

The regimental commander passes his decision on to
those who are to implement it in the form of a combat order
and of combat instructions. On the basis of the
commander's decision, the headquarters staff of the regiment,
together with the special armaments 'Seve (sluzhba
spetsialnogo vooruzheniya), with the deputy regimental
commanders of the rear services and of the technical unit,
carries out the planning of the comprehensive support of
the combat operations of the subunits and works out
measures for carrying out the plans.

Having deployed the subunits in combat formation and
at the combat readiness specified, the commander and the
staff of the regiment organize:

if

-the concealment of all measures for the preparation
of subunits for combat operations;

-a check on the maintenance of the specified combat
readiness and on the performance of duty by personnel;

-all types of combat support;
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-support with materiel and everyday necessities
(materialno-bytovoy) ;

-study and training with the subunits, striving to
achieve the minimum expenditure oftime on their
preparation for the execution'of fire miissions;

-more precise definition (revision) of the planning
documetnts, when necessary .

On receipt of the signal to go from readinesp N'o..4
to readiness No. 3 (2 or 1) the regimental commande- 'et
immediately announce a combat alert,-report on Abyggal
he has received to the large unit commander and organi1e:

-a check oi the carrying cut of the signals (commaAs)
and on the plan for the iransition of the subunits to the
specified combat readiness;:

-the preparation of personnel and of ground equipment
for the. execution of fire missions; -

-a check of the missiles and nose cones and on thieir
delivery to the launch sites; -

-the transport of missiles, nose cones and miss.le . -ael
to the siting area;

-the strengthening of the security of the siting are a
and of the routes for the transport of materiel meane ;

-the reliable control of subunits and of the unbrel-.
operation of communications;

-tha timely preparation of missiles for launching
(aiming at the target, fueling, etc.).

With the beginning of combat operations the controi
will be effected by the transmission of short signals.,
specifying the previously determined sequence of work
for the subunits on transition to the appropriate readiness
or to the direct preparation of missiles for launching.
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More pre se definition or the partial revision of
combat tasks must be carried out by short enciphered
combat orders over tchnical means of. communications;
and .when there- is time - by the uissue of oral combat
orders and insyructions.

The experience of esercises has shown that, in
order to ensure the dependable control of regimental

j subunits at the beginning of combat operations and during
their course, it is necessary to compile the following
combat documents aid to have them at the regimental
headquarters (at th e coaman post):

1.: The plan of action for therubudits of the 7
regiment in an alert during deployment in acombat
formation (the contents- of the plan have been mentioned
earlier).

2. The plan df action for the subunits of the
regiment when moving to an alternate siting area. The
plan must be worked out on the basis of intelligence data
and munt provide signals" ±or leaving the positions occupied
and for beginning the move to. the alternate siting area;

. the arrangement for packing up the cable network and
the ground equipment and for the quitting of their positions
by the subunits; a calculation of the march and the
procedure by which .it is to be carried out; the deployment
of the subunits in the alternate siting area and their
preparation to carry out combat tasks; the org~giaation of
combat, materiel and technical and medical support on the
march and at the alternate siting area.

3. The launching table (compiled during the special
period (osobyy periocO). The table, shows: the number of
the targets and the total expenditure of missiles for each
target, the coordinates of the aiming points, the
expenditure of missiles on the aiming point, the TNT
equivalent and the type of burst, the missile launching
time for each launch battery.
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d. The work map of the commander (staff). of the
regiment, on which the following are entered: the combat
formation of the regiment in the primary and alternate
siting areas; the combat formation of the PVOieans
covering the regiment; the routes for moving to the
alternate siting area; the basic direction for the launch
of missiles by the battalions; the boundaries of the area
of possible destruction of targets;.. the unloading stations.
In addition,, the following .are entered on the map: the
forms of the tables for the control of signals and of
-dissile. launchings, the layout of the plantfor the. $ransport,
preparatiokz'ind issue of nose cones to subunits; ,;he' form
of the plan for the issue of missiles, of 'atidlfor build h,?
up to. prescribe strength, and of fuel .compon'ents . The forms
of the tables and plans are filled out during the special
period. 

5. The- plan (schedule) -for the preparation of inssiles
for launching, which is compiled on the basis of the task
and of the technological schedule for bringing, homissiles
to the specified degree of readiness ~or directl for o
launching. The plan (scheda.e) must sho.: tc.b.innin ,
and end :of the work of p .reparing missiles for launching or '
for transition to a higher stage of readiness; the'order
for performing the basic jobs which regulate the preparation
of a missile; the availability of the missiles in each
missile battalion, with an indication of their degree of
readiness.

G. The plan for the issue of maissiles, of materiel for
building up to prescribed strength an:d of 'missile fuel.
The plan is compiled by the special armament service,
togetter with the staff of the regiaient, during the specia:.
period. The plan provides: the points and the time of
arr:ve.l of the transport bringing missiles, materiel for
building up to prescribed strength, and missile fuel
components, the time of issue and the amount of materiel
issued to each battalion. When the regiment is supplied
with missiles for the entire operation in advance, this
type of plan is not made up.
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7. The plan for transport, preparation and issue
of nose cones to battalions. The plan is worked out by
the staff of the regiment together with the staff of the
RTB, during the special period. The contents of the plan
provide: the time when the transport means of the RTB
are to be sent to the unloading point; denomination and
quantity of the nose cones; the time to be taken for the
loading- of nose cones on the means of transport; the time
at. whieh the nose cones a're to arrive at the ITB and the -
.duration' o:their preppation; the time for dispatching
the osecones from th&TB and the time= of their arrival
at the 'appropriate launch sites.

8. Amemorandum on the provision to subunits of
special armaments, missiles, nose cones and fuel components.
The memorandum shows the places where materiel supplies
are stored. In peacetime the memorandum is kept in a
sealedgopCage.

- 9 Diaugams of the radio and wire communications.
The diagraas are worked out in .accordance ith the channels
of communications which the regiment has under command and
with the numbers of forces and means which are i .operation.
The legend for each diagram shows an estimate of the forces
and means in operation and in reserve.

10. Tables of callsigns and radio data. The tables are
made up in accordance with the data received and with the
instructions of the staff of the large unit.

11. A prearranged message code (peregovornaya tablitsa)
and a signal table. The preaeranged message code of the
missile regiment is confirmed by the chief of staff of the
large unit and the signal table by the regimental commander.
The word content of the tables must ensure control of the
subordinate subunits during pre-combat preparation and
during the course of combat operations.

12. Instructions for the responsible duty officer
and for the duty shift of the regimental command post.
The instructions are worked out by the staff of the regiment
in accordance with the actual conditions and are confirmed
by the regimental commander. Mentioned in them are:
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the name of the responsible duty officer;:the composition
of the .duty shift of the command post;the duties of
the personrilof the duty shift; the arrangement for
the storage and use of combat documents; the procedure
for action when a signal to bring the regiment to a
higher degree of readiness or to prepare it for the
performance of combat taskss is received.

13. A J og of all orders received and issued. Commands
and orders received over technical means of communication
are entered and recorded in the log, as 3well as orers
given by 'th" commander and staff of the regihent /,The
log is kept presonally bythe chief of staff of -the
regiment or by a staff officer nominated by him.

14. Combat orders on the organization of direct
security, on self-defense and combat with airborne forces,
on.antiaircraft defense, on protection against weapons of
mass destruction aMd on. camouf lage . The contents of the
combat orders are defined in the Staff Field Service 'anual.

At the command post of the missile regiment an
electrified display. board (table) should be .'iistalled to
show the commands of the directorate and information on
the operations of subordinate subunits and of the ETB.

As the experience of exercises.bas shown, by the
formulation and presence in the regiment of the documents
enumerated, the commander and staff are assured that the
necessary materiel supplies are accumulated according to
plan , that the regimental subunits will move in an
organized fashion an'will deploy rapidly in the siting
area, that they will be brought to the appropriate level
of combat readiness and that missile launchings will be
prepared in good time and carried out.

However, the suggested list of combat documents. made
up by the staff of the missile regiment may undergo
significant changes with the introduction of automated
and mechanized equipment into the system of troop control.
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The control of the regiment in one, of the exercises
was carried out from the central command post by the
Commander-in-Chief of Missile Troops, by means of commands
(signals) transmitted to the command post of the regiment
through the comaunications center of the division command
post . , The signals were transmitted over permanent wire
communications with the help of a secrecy device (ZAS)
and were duplicated over high frequency communications.
The Montroo! the subunits of the regiment and RTB
wash carr._ied'#otttom the command post of the regiment,
locited in the primary siting' area of one of theAdattalions.
This location of- the command post allowed the commander of
the regiment to carry -out the direction of the subunits
not only by technical means of communication but also by
personal contact with the commander of the missile battalion,
of the transportation and fueling battalion and with the
chie. of the ;TB °

Ten minutes elapsed between the moment when the regiment
received the signal, directing that the subs'euent.
operations of the regiment were to be determined by
documents prepared in advance, and the announcenient of the
alert to the batteries; of these 2 minutes were spent on
the: transmission of commands to 1 he battery commanders,
8 minutes on the exchange of passwords and on study and
explanation of the order. The order to go over to
readiness No. 3 was sent to the battalion commander by the
regimental commander by coded telegram (kodogrammn) 18 .
minutes after the regiment received the alert signal.
The explanation of their tasks to the commanders of the
subunits located in the, immediate proximity of the
regimental command post was carried out by the regimental
commander as they arrived at the command post (within
18 to 25 minutes).

The commander of a missile battalion put before the
commanders of batteries orally the tasks of going over to
readiness No. 3. The commanders of batteries arrived at
the command post of the battalion to receive their tasks
immediately after the alert had been declared. However,
the summoning of subunit commanders from a combat duty
position to the command post of the regiment (battalion)
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to assign or explain their tasks at the beginning ofs
combat operations cannot be considered as a rule. Under
these conditions, all tasks must be conveyed to the
subunits beforhand. Thus, the combat operations of subunits
must begin with the receipt of short signals (commands)
transmitted by technical means of communication.

The commands for transition to. readiness No. 2, and
then to readiness No. 1, and for.the carrying out of
missile launchings were transmitted in 2 to 5 minutes
to those who. were to carry them out. The regimental
commander transmitted the commands over the telephone
(by code. or in open text)6 to ecsubun= iturn,
while the commander o! a battalion taarnitted them (in
open text) in a circular manner (tsirkulyarno) ,spending
much less time over their transmission.

From the beginning of the exercise the regimental
commander, instead of transmitting signals for transition
to readiness Nos. 3, 2, and 1, sent coded telegrams to

' the missile battalions, ,which took up to 3 minutes to
decode . Such a method of controlling regimental subunits
must be regarded as mistaken. The control of regimental
subunits during the period of the preparation of missiles
for launching or during their transition from one readiness
to another must be exercised by means of short, instantaneously
transmittable signals, whose significance must have been
memorized by appropriate persons.

During the course of combat operations the comn ders
of the regiment and of the missile battalion controlled
the subunits only from their command posts by telephone.
However, it is impossible to exclude the possibility, and
sometimes, the need,for personal control over the operations
of the subunits by the commander of the regiment (battalion)
at any stage of combat operations.

During the periods of preparation for a march and of
moving the subunits to the initial line (iskhodnyy rubezh),
control was exercised by telephone from the command post
of the regiment and by personal contact between the
regimental commander, the commander of the missile battalion
and the chief of the RTB, and during the march - through
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personal contact and with the help of the traffic control
service (sluzhba regulirovaniya). Wire communications
in the alternate siting area were set up in advance and
worked dependably and without interruption.

The experience of the exercises showed that the
question of controlling regimental subunits on a march
is poorly worked out. The problem consists of finding

. .and of working out practically the most expedient methods
for the control of subuni$s on he march. First of all
it is necessary: to devise 'a methodfor the, control of, a
marching column with signals,, fo which it would' be
advisable to instal three-color signal lights on the
prime movers, motor vehicles-and ground carriers (using
the forces and means of the units). Control signals
using these signal lights must be transmitted from the
driver's cab. During a march over greater distances, with
the regiment and RTB at full'strength, radio communications
will also be; organized to exercise dependable, control over
the column. In order to ensure secrecy, rdoeipt and

. transmission of signals by thetradio sets ofi ihe regimental
commander and of the chiefs of the colunns must he permitted.
The remaining radio sets, of subunits may only receive
signals.

It is also necessary to bear:-in ind that radio will
represent the basic means of communication during combat
operations. Maintenance of radio equipment in constant
readiness for work, a high level of training of radio
operators, the improvement of their level of performance
(klassnost), systematic radio training exercises, and the
perfection of radio networks and of directional radio must
therefore be the constant concern of the commanders and
staffs of units and subunits.

The dependability and stability of control depends
to a considerable degree on the level of training of personnel
and on the equipment of command posts and of the working
areas of commanders and staffs. In certain units the work-
ing. areas of battery commanders at the launching platforms
are equipped in a primitive fashion, cluttered up with
telephones, loudspeaker apparatus and other equipment
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and do not 'providenormal conditions for work, or reliable
protection for combat documents from the effects of
atmospheric precipitation.

In view of the low level of training and the un-
systematic conditioning of personnel, and also as a
result -of the lack of adaptability of the means of control
to work in gas masks, the control of regimental subunits
in conditions when the siting area was contaminated by
radioactivity wau~caried out with great difficulty and
wasoftez dis

In order to ensure stable control~ uider ditferentr .
conditions, the attention of unit (subunit)' rationalizers '
must be concentrated on the perfection of technical means
of control, especially when personnel are operating in
gas masks, the development of light, portable work areas
for battery commanders, providing convenient accommodation
and the: 1iteconaection (kommutatsiya) of means of
communication, concealment for. work with combat documents
b day or nght and protection from atmospheric precipitation.

The experience of exercises has shown that many
qiestions'of control are in need of further perfection with
the aim of increasing its- dependability and stability and
of ensuring the delivery of the first, nuclear/missile
strikes against the enemy in the shortest possible time.
For this it is first of all essential o make the maximum
reductions in the time taken in the transmission and,
particularly, in the encoding of commands to those who are to
carry them out and of reports about progress in the
fulfilment of tasks by the subunits. 'The signal table
used in this exercise, drawn up by the staff of the regiment,
turned out to be cumbersome, resembled a prearranged message
code (peregovornaya tablitsa) and was inconvenient to use.
As a result, the coding and especially, the decoding of even
short commands and instructions took up a lot of time. Also,
the time taken to issue instructions and to allocate tasks
which are to be carried out by several different executants,
must be reduced by means of circular transmissions over the
technical means of communication which ensure the fastest
transmission at a given moment. All this will allow a
certain reduction in the time taken for the transmission of
tasks .
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'owever, only broad automation of the processes
for controlling missile units and subunits will provide
the best degree of dependability and stability of control
and will make it possible to deliver nuclear/missile strikes
against the enemy in the shortest period of time.

Xn conclusion, it is necessary to note that the
exercises which were conducted by. confirming the basic
p-inciples of the instructiona"nd directions for the
einplyment in combat of units: amed irith R-12 missiles,
provided valuable materialori the clarification of the
individual principles of exieting manuals and technological
schedules.
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